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Volumes and efficiency of road traffic in Flanders

(Source: VMM, 2018)

2005 - 2016:

Cars + 9%
Vans + 13%
Trucks + 7%



Transport 35% of non-ETS emissions



Fuel technologies of new cars in Flanders
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Combustion engine phase out

Paris Agreement (2015): 

Net zero emissions 2050

Brochure BBL: 

“Starting from 2030 no new cars with ICE 

can enter the road”

Flemish climate resolution (2016): 

“2035: last new car with ICE is sold in EU”



Combustion engine was saved in ECP 2030

Draft ECP 2030 (June, 2018): 

“All new cars have to be zero emission in 2030”

Final ECP 2030 (July, 2018):

“All new cars have to be low carbon in 2030, at least 50% zero emission”

“25% of new busses have to be low carbon in 2030”

“5% of new heavy-duty trucks & at least 30% of new light-duty trucks 

and vans have to be low carbon in 2030”

Low carbon = battery electric vehicles (BEV), hybrid vehicles, or vehicles 
powered by hydrogen, recycled carbon fuels or biofuels



Combustion engine phase out

In search for good policy instrument: 

Prohibiting not possible.

Taxation? ULEZ? …?
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Filter Café Filtré: weekly school protests for clean air



Curieuzeneuzen: biggest citizen science project ever 
(50.000 people applied)





#kiesschone
lucht

10 local 
measures 
for better 
air quality 





Local elections 
2018: clean air 

major topic



Shift to zero emission mobility in ECP 2030

● Subsidy for electric vehicles

● 7400 public charging points for BEVs

● EU CO2 standards

< 1% Belgian cars are BEV



Our strategy

Taxi sector: all new vehicles zero emission in 2025

Company cars: only fiscal benefits for zero emission 

vehicles in 2023 (and phase out by 2030)
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Road traffic charges in ECP 2030

● Already exists for trucks
○ Shift to EURO6

● Planned (?) for cars
○ With environmental criteria

○ Budget neutral

○ Only (?) instrument to eliminate traffic jams

○ Currently off the table because of pre election propaganda

○ Tax = difficult



Collaboration civil society: social 
criteria for road traffic charge



Alternatives in ECP 2030

Flemish mobility plan




